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CHAIR JOHNSON:

(Gavel).

The Parks and Agriculture

24

Committee meeting of November 6, 2003 will come to

25

order.

We have with us today Mr. Robert Carroll,
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1

who's the Vice-Chair of the Committee, and

2

Ms. Charmaine Tavares.

3

Members Michael Molina and Joseph Pontanilla.

4

Excused from the meeting are

We also have with us from the Parks

5

Department the Director, Mr. Glenn Correa; also with

6

the Parks Department, Mr. Pat Matsui; from

7

Corporation Counsel, Ed Kushi.

8

have Ms. Robyn Loudermilk from Planning, Lito Vila

9

from Finance, and we also have Ms. Marian Feenstra

In the audience we

10

also from Parks present.

11

Ms. Clarita Balala, who is our Secretary, and

12

Ms. Tamara Koller, who's Council Services Assistant.

13

So thank you all for coming today.

14

such a bare quorum.

15

On Staff we have

And I'm sorry we

We have two items on our agenda today, and

16

hopefully we will be able to take up some of the

17

measures.

18

them, but we would like to at this time open the

19

floor for public testimony.

20

time we have four people signed up.

21

please come forward when your name is called.

22

will give you whatever time you feel you need.

23

will not get more than ten minutes, however.

24

cannot conclude in that time, it's just too bad.

25

We may not be able to act on both of

The -- at the present
If you could
I
You
If you

I would like to ask you to turn off all your
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1

pagers and cell phones, though, just so that we're

2

not disrupted.

3

first or the second item, if you could just identify

4

which item you are speaking on, I would really

5

appreciate it.

If you are testifying on either the

So the first individual who is signed up to

6
7

testify is Mr. Gary Zakian, and he'll be testifying

8

on PA-l, and he'll be followed by Mr. Chubby Vicens.

9

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

10

MR. ZAKIAN:

Thank you, Madam Chair, Committee Members.

11

I'm speaking with regard to agenda item PA-l.

12

represent Betsill Brothers Construction at this

13

juncture, and this is testimony in their behalf.

14

We're opposed to the amendment as it's presently

15

proposed for a couple of different reasons.

16

of all, the real property tax appraisal is

17

objective.

18

will admit is that it is objective.

19

County appraisers whose job is to do professional

20

appraising for real property tax- purposes.

21

done without regard to park assessment valuation

22

purposes.

23

can think would exist.

24
25

I

First

It may not be perfect, but one thing we
It's done by

It's

It's about as objective as a number as we

If there is an appeal of the valuation for
real property tax purposes, that's determined by the
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1

Board of Review.· The short of it is there's no

2

discretion left with the Director of Parks and

3

Recreation as to what the proper assessed value is.

4

There is no discretion left with the developer as to

5

what the proper valuation is, and it allows for both

6

the Parks Director as well as the developer to

7

immediately determine how much their park assessment

8

fee will be.

9

As I understand the proposed amendment, if

10

the value is based on a market appraisal at the time

11

just before prior subdivision approval, then there's

12

two elements of subjectivity that can arise that are

13

of great concern to us.

14

potentially exists on the part of the Parks

15

Director.

16

know whether the valuation that's presented to him

17

or her is appropriate, is sufficient, is accurate.

18

The Parks Director's expertise is not in property

19

valuation or appraisals.

20

Department.

21

the Parks Director because he's got to make this

22

determination.

23

real property tax appraisers to see if this is in

24

the ballpark, so let's just leave it with the real

25

property tax people.

First of all, subjectivity

We question how the Parks Director would

It's in running the Parks

And maybe it places an unfair burden on

He probably would consult with some
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Secondly, if the public -- I'm sorry, if the

1
2

Parks Director would think that the valuation was

3

not appropriate, then potentially it could stall the

4

project indefinitely until the developer would get

5

another appraisal done to the point where the Parks

6

Director would say good enough.
The other area where subjeptivity can arise

7
8

is on the part of the appraiser who is hired by the

9

developer.

Doing an appraisal is not some type of

10

definitive science.

11

process.

12

can use and does exercise as he does his appraisals.

13

And within reason, an appraisal can result in a

14

higher number or a lower number.

15

exact.

16

to get -- take advantage of lower interest rates,

17

you know that sometimes you can tell the appraiser

18

this is where I'd like the number to come in and if

19

it's within reason, he can usually make it come in

20

pretty close to or at that particular number that.

21

you'd like.

22

It's not a black-or-white

There is a lot of discretion the appraiser

It's not terribly

If any of you have done a housing refinance

Another concern that we have, if there is a

23

market appraisal done just prior to final

24

subdivision approval is if the Parks Director says

25

he doesn't agree with the appraisal, what is the
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1

remedy?

2

noted in the

3

we appeal to if there is an appeal?

4

don't want to have to go to court to deal with this

5

type of issue f but just going through an appeals

6

process could take a couple months.

7

Corporation Counsel can advise you generally the

8

process that would have to be followed in the

9

appeal f and it's not normally a quick process.

I don't see any appeals process that is
in the proposed amendment.

Who do

We certainly

The Deputy

In

10

addition, doing some type of appeal could add to the

11

cost of the process and extend it far beyond what we

12

as a developer or you as the County would hope.

13

Ultimately this could add to an increased cost of

14

the housing because we have to go through some of

15

these additional issues.

16

FinallYf having a reasonably objective

17

appraisal kind of up front is very important for a

18

developer.

19

evaluate whether we want to purchase a property and

20

proceed with a subdivision and make sales, one of

21

the things we look at are all the different impact

22

fees and assessments that we will have to pay along

23

the way.

24

our parks assessment fee.

25

real property tax assessment as an objective number,

As we in Betsill Brothers Construction

One of those components is what will -And if we can look at the
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1

we know it may not stay that way to the point where

2

we get ready to sell, but it's going to be pretty

3

close, unless something markedly unique happens.
So we evaluate the potential parks assessment

4

Second, if

5

as we go in to even make the purchase.

6

we're not sure what that number will be within

7

reasonable certainty by the time we get ready to

8

sell, we may have to build in a little bit extra in

9

our potential sales prices just to make sure we've

10

covered any contingency if it were to be a market

11

appraisal, just to make sure it didn't go up so high

12

that our profit margin was cut almost to nothing and

13

we potentially couldn't stay in business.

14

cuts both ways, both at the purchase as well as the

15

sales prices.

So it

What I'd like to suggest -- I certainly

16

I understand the

17

encourage debate on the issue.

18

concerns of the Parks Department, but I would urge

19

you to not adopt the amendment as proposed for the

20

reasons I've set forth, but maybe consider some

21

other options.

22

basis.

23

That's something that if it were, say, $100 per

24

bedroom, just to throw a rounded number out, as a

25

developer goes into a development, he will know how

Maybe have it on a per bedroom

There could be an assessment like that.
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1

much per bedroom he needs to allow for.

2

easily calculated.

3

Perhaps on a square footage basis of the unit or the

4

house.

5

developer is in control with -- of and he can

6

calculate with reasonable certainty how many dollars

7

per square foot he will be assessed.

Not much debate about that.

That again is another number that the

So there may be some other solutions to this,

8
9

That's

but I'd certainly encourage you to stick with as

10

objective a number as you can through the real

11

property tax appraisal.

12

professionals.

13

even though they may lag a little bit behind at

14

times in their appraisals in terms of whether prices

15

are going up or down.

16

that everyone can look to.

17

comments, Madam Chair.

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

They're the County

I think you can trust their numbers,

Thank you.

It is an objective standard
So those are my

I appreciate the time.
Are there any questions of

19

Mr. Zakian?

20

and tha.t would be you mentioned one part in your

21

statement about -- that appraisals could be too I

22

guess SUbjective, rather than, you know, objective.

23

I think that's what you meant.

24

MR. ZAKIAN:

25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Seeing none, I have one question, Gary,

Yes.
The question I have is that when you go
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1

let's say to a bank and you get a loan based on the

2

valuation of whatever that land or property is, how

3

do they grant you that loan?

4

appraisal?

5

MR. ZAKIAN:

Is it based on the

That would be certainly one major component.

6

They need to make sure they have enough security in

7

the property based on appraisal before they will

8

grant us a loan.

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

So if the bank is relying on an

10

appraisal done by I'm assuming somebody that's been

11

agreeable to them and to the person who's getting

12

the loan, you're saying, then, that's not something

13

that we should rely on?

14

MR. ZAKIAN:

That is an appraisal that's done for perhaps

15

acquisition purposes.

As I understand the proposed

16

amendment, the appraisal would be done just prior to

17

final subdivision approval with all of the

18

improvements installed already.

19

proposed amendment, that would be done by an

20

appraiser hired by the developer, and that's where I

21

would have the concern that it could be subjective.

22

So to remove the subjectivity, we'd like to see it

23

stick with the real property County tax appraiser's

24

valuation.

25

process[ and it's a pretty set number.

And as I read the

It would go through a whole separate
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

And the only reason I ask that is

2

because when I'm looking at somebody going and

3

building something on a property and I'm looking at

4

the appraisal that's coming out of that, I gather

5

that they're going to know, just as our appraisers

6

would know, about what the value of that is.

7

about the sales price, for example?

8

just bought a property at a certain price and you

9

had to put in X amount of improvements worth a

How

What if you

10

certain dollar value, would that also be one thing

11

that would be fair or able to be considered or not?

12

MR. ZAKIAN:

The dollar value of the improvements?

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

The dollar value.

Let's say that you

14

bought a lot and it was worth $7 million, for

15

example, and then the formula was based on the sales

16

price of the land and whatever minimal improvements

17

you had put in at the time that you're going to

18

subdivide it?

19

MR. ZAKIAN:

That's a possibility, but again, that becomes

20

somewhat subjective.

We can, you know, set whatever

21

price we need to set, whether we want to move sales

22

ahead very quickly or hold out for slower sales but

23

maybe perhaps more profit per lot.

24

that's a subjective type of a thing.

25

the real property tax appraisal is pretty objective.

So, again,
My point is
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1

We may disagree with it, but we've had a chance

2

through an appeal and the number's the number.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Thank you very much, Gary.

The

4

next testifier is Mercer "Chubby" Vicens, and he'll

5

be followed by Mark Walker.

6

MR. VICENS:

Good afternoon, Madam Chair, Members of the

7

Committee.

8

today.

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

10

MR. VICENS:

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

MR. VICENS:

I see you've got the bookends working

I know.

Good for you guys.
We're holding down the fort, Chubby.

Yes, I know you are.

I'd like to comment on

13

PA-1, the

14

remember a number of years back the -- the required

15

square footage was 250 and it was built up to 500.

16

At that particular time I think Mayor Lingle was the

17

Mayor and Charmaine might have even been the Parks

18

Director or -- for part of that particular term.

19

And we talked about -- and this is something I'd

20

like you to consider.

21

particular community you're working in

22

we're in Haiku and all the regional parks are in

23

place and all of the little parks are in place, and

24

say you've got a hundred-acre project, but you

25

really need parks in Wailuku, Kahului some place.

~-

relating to park dedications.

I

There are times in the
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1

The question I pose to you is why would not the

2

County, at the discretion of the -- and the

3

recommendation of the Parks Director and the

4

approval of the County, be able to move that

5

allocation, that park allocation, to another area?

6

And the example I'm giving you is a real one.

7

Because at that particular time we had enough land

8

in the Haiku area and we're talking about possibly

9

acquiring more land where the Salvation Army is.

I

10

think you know where the pool is.

11

have been an ideal opportunity to take land from one

12

particular community plan into another and adding

13

value, actually, for the County.

14

something I -- you know, the Mayor of the County and

15

the Administration and the Council oversees nine

16

different community plans, but we are one County, be

17

it Maui, Lanai, or Molokai.

18

And this would

So this is

So I'd like to see some flexibility put in.

19

And it's -- there is no advantage for the developer

20

or the landowner.

21

County of Maui to be able to take care of needs in

22

areas that possibly need more either land or funds

23

to make it go.

24

consideration.

25

I see it as an advantage for the

So I'd ask you to make that a

Secondly, I think the -- under C-l, where the
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1

county is proposing that the -- the subdivided

2

tariff be based on market value real property

3

appraisal at the time of the final subdivision, as

4

opposed -- as opposed to the real property tax

5

assessment.

6

we doubled it from 250 to 500.

7

enhancement to the fees.

8

end up being paid by -- either absorbed by the

9

builder or being paid by the consumer.

I think that, again, several years ago
Here comes another

And all of these things

So I would

10

like you to consider that real market -- real value,

11

the taxable value of the property is a good, a

12

strong criteria, especially today where land values

13

are all up.

14

where they're not realistic and all of a sudden

15

you've got this additional burden.

16

a burden.

17

So they may be inflated to the point

So I think it is

But, again, my real emphasis is on

18

flexibility within the community plans to be able to

19

take lands.

20

this particular instance for park credits, when we

21

did phase 1 of -- of Maui Business Park, we actually

22

donated 12 acres -- 12.2 acres up in Paia for

23

housing.

24

it should be considered.

25

an asset for the County than it is

And although it's -- it wasn't done in

So, you know, I think it can be done and
And I think it's more of
fo~
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15

or landowner.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Those are the two comments I have.

Thank you, Chubby.

Are there any

3

questions?

4

that you may want to pick a -- one of our little

5

charts here too showing the actual amounts that

6

we're collecting, because the old formula was

7

actually producing substantially more than the new

8

formula is.

9

MR. VICENS:

I just wanted to let you know, Chubby,

So we're losing money big time.

Then why would you want to

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So I just wanted you to be aware of that.

11

MR. VICENS:

then why would you want to change it[ I

12

guess?

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

MR. VICENS:

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

16
17

Okay.

MR. VICENS:

I certainly will pick up a piece.

so much.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

20

MR. VICENS:

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

22

24
25

But that's what we're going to try to do

today.

18

23

Well, not all of it needs changing.

Thank you

Thank you.

Appreciate it.
Thank you very much for coming, Chubby.

Mark Walker, and he'll be followed by our
last testifier who signed up, Mr. Joe Bertram.
MR. WALKER:

Good afternoon, Madam Chair, Committee

Members.

I appreciate the opportunity to speak this
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1

afternoon.

I sent in a letter this morning, which I

2

would like to read at this time just for the record.
The current County Code section is

3

4

discriminatory and unfair.

The proposed revisions

5

to this ordinance make it even more so.

6

that the current ordinance discriminates against

7

real property owners with higher real property

8

values is unfair, unconscionable, and perhaps

9

unconstitutional.

The fact

The current calculation of the in lieu parks

10
11

fee is based on the assessed value of the affected

12

parcels, under the mistaken and contrived notion

13

that the County will need to buy like-valued

14

property in the area of the development.

15

was an explanation that I had received a couple of

16

years ago when this ordinance had gone through

17

change.

18

And that

There are many types of -- and zoning

19

categories of real property in all areas of Maui and

20

with very differing land values.

21

theory that because yet-to-be-developed property is

22

zoned, for instance, H-1 Hotel, that the County will

23

need to buy like-zoned property for a park in this

24

area is flawed and irrational.

25

Kihei-Makena Community Plan, for instance, shows

The underlying

A review of the
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1

that the community would like a large 150-acre park

2

mauka of the Pi'ilani Highway.

3

currently zoned agricultural.

4

plan that the County will be buying H-Ir A-2, or A-I

5

or any residentially zoned land for park use.

6

would they?

7

contention that the County has to buy like-zoned

8

land to that which is being developed?

9

true and is also not planned for in the community

10

This land is
I see nowhere in any

It's too expensive.

Why

So whYr then r the

This is not

plans or by the Parks Department.
The current in lieu formula has led to huge

11

12

inequities between like-sized developments occurring

13

in the same area but on lands with different

14

assessed values.

15

example r we're developing a 72-unit residential

16

condominium on two and a half acres of A-2 zoned

17

property in Kihei.

18

this development have an average square foot

19

assessed value of roughly $24.

20

and the current formula r we are required r you know r

21

if we don't do a parkr which we have no room for or

22

have no land forr we are required to make an in lieu

23

payment totaling $828 r OOO r or $11 r 500 per unit.

24

money.

25

That is not rightr nor fair.

For

The three parcels that comprise

Based on this value

Big

By contrast r the Ke Alii Kai II subdivision r
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1

which is within a half mile of our property, is

2

comprised of 90 lots -- we're 72, they're 90

3

will also allow ohanas, resulting in the potential

4

for 60 percent more units than our condominium

5

project if all the ohanas were built.

6

foot assessed value of this subdivision is $4.49 a

7

square foot.

8

payment of $195,315, or $2,170 per lot.

9

fair?

that

The square

This translates into an in lieu
How is this

A project that will have a much larger impact

10

on our existing parks is paying only 23 percent of

11

what we are paying.

12

Is this equitable?

Another example is the Alii Village

13

subdivision in Kihei, which is comprised of 30 R-2

14

zoned lots.

15

foot value of $4.50, which translates to an in lieu

16

payment of $60,750.

17

times the size of Alii Village.

18

fair, we would be paying two and a half times what

19

Alii Village is paying, or $151,875.

20

767,000 more than this.

21

is not right.

This subdivision has an assessed square

Our project is two and a half
If the system were

We are paying

Again, this is not fair and

22

The old way of calculating the in lieu

23

payment was based on a formula that took into

24

account land values around the island in order to

25

establish an island-wide square foot value.
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underlying principlep of this formula were fair and
I
I
I

we~e

2

rational, as they

based on island-wide land

3

values and values ofl properties in different types

4

of zoning categoriesi.

5

parks allover the island.

I

After all, people on Maui use

I

So a system where you

I
,

6

are looking at island-wide values seems rational and
I

7

fair in my mind.
The problem with the old system -- or the old

8
9

!
i

formula was that oncf the Countywide or island-wide
I

10

square foot value was established, only 45 percent

11

of this value was ustd in calculating the in lieu

12

payment.

13

corrected by eliminating the 45 percent reduction so

This problem could have been easily
I
I

I

14

that the in lieu paytent equaled the square foot

15

value.

16

eliminate the 45 per~ent reduction, it was wrongly

17 '

amended to revise tht formula to be property

While the

or~inance
I

was rightly amended to

I

I
I

18

!

specific.

19

To now corne bfck two years later with an

20

ordinance amended toirequire an in lieu payment

!

I
I

21

based on the developed value versus undeveloped

22

value of the propertr in my mind is insane.

23

nothing but a shamel1ss money grab and leads the

24

County further down tthe wrong path.

I

This is

i

I understand

I

25

and acknowledge that [the County and the Parks
I
I
I

I
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1

Department need funds to operate existing parks and

2

to purchase new park lands.

3

which this is funded must be fair and equitable.

4

base an in lieu fee on the individual property value

5

as demonstrated is not fair and -- is not a fair and

6

equitable system.

7

these fees is passed onto the purchaser of the

8

condominium and/or the lot, and I would ask do you

9

really want to be pushing legislation that would

However, the system on

Remember, in the end the cost of

10

result in increasing home costs to the consumer at

11

this time?

12

To

In summary, I would just ask that you do not

13

pass this amendment, but instead look to a,method of

14

county or island-wide land values that will make the

15

calculation of in lieu payments fair and equitable.

16

And I had heard you, Chairman Johnson,

17

talking about, and I think even to Chubby that, you

18

know, you guys are losing money'this way.

19

that's -- I understand that that can't go on, but

20

you were making money the old way.

21

current system isn't fair

22

go back to the old way, let's forget about that 45

23

percent reduction

24

operate the parks.

25

cost of funding that will be equitably spread among

l

t

And

So if the

in my mind, why don't we

and let's get enough money to
But at least -- at least the
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1

the various subdividers, developers, et cetera.

2

Anyway, that's all I have to say.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

4

MR. WALKER:

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

6

Thank you.

MR. WALKER:

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you very much.

Appreciate it.

The next testifier signed

up is Mr. Joe Bertram.
MR. BERTRAM:

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

Are there any

Thank you.

10

12

Thank you very much, Mark.

questions for Mr. Walker?

7

9

Thank you.

Good afternoon.
And he'll be followed, I'm assuming, by

Mr. Bob McNatt.
MR. BERTRAM:

Just thanks for hearing me this afternoon

14

and welcome everyone.

15

the actual ordinance, but I -- we do have -- I'm

16

representing right now the Kihei Community

17

Association.

18

echo what they had to say.

19

the ordinance and what you're proposing as an

20

amendment is that you might want to look at a

21

broader issue and some of the broader implications

22

of this whole park dedication ordinance.

23

I didn't get a chance to read

And I would have to just basically
I think in looking at

Our particular point from this is not on

24

their point, but it's more in the sense of

25

getting -- trying to get parks in the neighborhoods.
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1

We've been meeting with developers as they come

2

before us, and especially in subdivisions.

3

the first things we ask for is a neighborhood park.

4

It is so important that we get the parks in the

5

places where people live.

6

sense to have them have to drive from their home to

7

a park some place else, when that gets more traffic

8

on the road, it gets more congestion, and you kind

9

of lose the whole idea of getting kids into parks.

One of

It just doesn't make

10

That's what mostly parks are for, but it's for

11

people too, but I think the idea is that we wanted

12

to get a natural experience within five minutes of

13

anyone's home, walking.

14

parks.

15

And that means nearby

Now, we do have, of course, the Kihei

16

Greenway coming in, which is going to go through the

17

center of our community, and this will provide an

18

excellent opportunity for that.

19

into this time and time again where we ask the

20

developer, please put in a neighborhood park in your

21

park -- in your subdivision.

22

they've already decided at the Parks Department that

23

we're going to go for in lieu.

24

important that maybe you exempt subdivisions from

25

this whole thing, that subdivisions especially be

But we keep running

And they say, well,

So I think it's real
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1

only land and that anything else, condos and those

2

other things, can be -- can be the in lieu.

3

it's real, real, real important that the natural

4

experience be within a very close proximitYI walking

5

proximity, to every home here in -- on Maui.

6

But

The other thing that I kind of picked up of

7

what other folks were saying was that I think we do

8

need something that's more based on reality.

9

I went to this green infrastructure workshop which

We

10

was just over here in -- put on here in Maui and

11

they talked about green infrastructure and how do

12

you -- how do you make a good ordinance for green

13

infrastructure, including the parks and the various

14

things that come around.

15

was said, and I agree wholeheartedly, is maybe base

16

it on reality.

17

And one of the things that

Now, I know that they just went through this

18

with the Planning Department in looking at shoreline

19

setbacks.

20

all your calculations on the lot size and all this

21

other stuff, they actually looked at what's there

22

and the -- and the, you know, give and take of the

23

shoreline as by these historical records.

24

it's the same thing with a green ordinance.

25

look at what's there.

Instead of just, you know, doing your --

Let's

Let's see, well, here we have
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1

our stream beds, we have our wetlands

2

drainage ways, we have these parks over here, so

3

you, you're coming in over here, you need to help

4

fund this park that's here or you need to connect to

5

this greenway there or your stream bed can count as

6

a park.

7

look at what you've got.

8

ordinance that will enforce what you're trying to

9

get to.

10

t

we have

So the idea is that you start with taking a
Then you can make an

But right now what we're doing -- he looked

11

at our ordinance.

The fellow who did this ordinance

12

workshop said our ordinances are, you know, so '80s,

13

you know.

14

modern type of ordinance they have, and basically

15

the modern type of ordinance is based on the reality

16

of what's there.

17

you have the opportunity here in your Committee to

18

actually look at this, that you not just make a

19

little -- a little jot here or a little adjustment

20

there, but take this opportunity to really look at

21

this and really look at creating a real ordinance

22

based on what's really there and the vision that

23

we're trying to create for our communities so that

24

when -- when we assess these folks, when they assess

25

the landowners, when people come before us, we know

I mean, they just don't reflect the

So I would encourage you, now that
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1

what we're trying to get to.

If it's an

2

interconnected system of parks, greenways, natural

3

areas, then let's see what that is and then we can

4

make the steps on how to get there.

5

So I know this goes beyond this one amendment

6

that you're proposing, but I agree with what they're

7

saying.

8

Let's make something that really makes sense and

9

then everybody can agree on because it's based on

Let's -- let's take this opportunity.

10

what everybody's agreed on this is how we're -- this

11

is what we want.

12

we're going to get there.

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

MR. BERTRAM:

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Now we can at least agree how

Thanks very much, Joe -You're welcome.
-- for your input.

16

Joe?

17

will be Mr. Bob McNatt.

18

wishing to testify at this time?

19

Following Bob, that will end our public testimony

20

portion of this meeting.

21

MR. McNATT:

Thank you.

Any questions for

Our last testifier who signed up
And is there anyone else
Seeing none.

Madam Chairman, Members of the Committee, I'm

22

Bob McNatt with Maui Land & Pineapple Company.

23

apologize for being late.

24

trouble, and I -- because I was late I didn't hear

25

the other testimony except for Joe's, but I agree

I had a little bit of car
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1

wholeheartedly with what Joe was saying.

2

ought to approach it in a holistic way to look at

3

the systems and how we can best create communities

4

that are walkable, that are interconnected with

5

greenways and have parks within them so people can

6

use them and walk to them.

7

I think we

And my -- my written testimony which I

8

submitted by email to you and the Parks Director

9

earlier, I'll just basically paraphrase that by

10

saying that we don't think the current or proposed

11

ordinance really works very well and it's not very

12

equitable, and it should be based on a plan that

13

does look at the -- at probably a per unit approach,

14

if you're going to charge a fee, based on some

15

actual finding of need and demand where the product

16

itself is requiring park space and you equate that

17

fee to the demand caused by the development.

18

Right now the -- the way it's set up is that

19

higher density projects will pay a lot more fee and

20

in a lot of cases they don't generate the demand for

21

the park space, and also very, very low density

22

projects would pay very little.

23

strange.

24

functioning very well.

25

So it's kind of

It's really not -- doesn't seem to be

So anyway, I would -- I would endorse Joe's
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1

comments and ask you to step back a little bit

2

with the landowner community

3

communi ty that are inter.ested in this subj ect and

4

see if we can't come up with a proposal that we all

5

agree to that will solve our park problems.

6

We're

7

creating the right combination of green spaces and

8

connected walkways and parks within our communities.

9

Thank you for your time.

10

I

l

work

the others in the

our company is very much in favor of

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you

l

Bob.

Are there any questions

11

of Bob?

12

if there were let's say -- I know in one of your

13

examples in your written testimony you said that

14

like a family of six living in a small single family

15

home

16

something towards park assessment?

I

I just wanted to ask you real quicklYI Bob

l

do you believe that everybody should pay

17

MR. McNATT:

Every -- everybody who builds a home?

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Everybody who's -- right

I

if they're

19

moving into a neighborhood that if that park is

20

going to be in the neighborhood or nearbYI do you

21

believe that everyone should share some part of that

22

responsibility?

23

MR. McNATT:

Yes.

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

MR. McNATT:

Yes l

Okay

I

dOl

to be fair.

0

You shouldn't exempt even a smaller -- like a
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four-lot subdivision

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Right.

3

MR. McNATT:

or a ten-lot subdivision.

Yeah

l

I

4

think -- I think the cumulative effects will

5

eventually

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

7

MR. McNATT:

cat~h

up to you.

Okay.

And that's really where most of our

8

development comes from right now is the very small

9

four-I eight- I ten-unit projects

10

projects

l

the in-fill

and those will catch up to you.
.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

11

12

l

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

Thank you very much .

.That will conclude the verbal testimony for

14

todaYI and we have also received written testimony.

15

Is there any objection to receiving that into the

16

record?

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

ITEM NO.1:

20
21

No objection.

OkaYI thank you.

APPEALS PROCESS FOR CHAPTER 5.24, MAUl COUNTY
CODE, PERTAINING TO OCEAN RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITY BUSINESS PERMITS

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Now

I

moving right along

l

our first item of

22

discussion is of course PA-l

23

testimony on

24

dealing with Section 18.16.320 of the Maui County

25

Code.

l

1

which we've just heard

relating to park dedications and
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Before we go on, I'd like to give the Parks

1
2

Director an opportunity to briefly go through -- or

3

either you or Marian, and I see now Tamara -- Tamara

4

Horcajo is here as well as Keith Regan from Finance,

5

and Tamara's with the Parks Department.

6

So, Glenn, do you wish to go through this at

7

the time or would you prefer that Marian go through

8

it, the handout that you've given us?

9
10
11
12

MR. CORREA:

I'm going to turn it over to Planning Chief.

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay, so Mr. Matsui.

All right, if you

could please go through this for us, Mr. Matsui.
MR. MATSUI:

Yeah, we prepared a kind of tabulation of

13

different types of subdivisions that went through in

14

the past and how we applied the present ordinance.

15

If -- referring to a sheet, there's -- the first

16

column is the area, project area.

17

type of zoning.

18

and then the fifth column is under the present

19

Ordinance 2981, how it's applied.

20

is how it would have been applied under the old

21

ordinance, which was basically a flat fee per lot,

22

and then the last column is, you know, the plus or

23

minus differences.

24
25

Second is the

Third is the number of lots, TMK,

The next column

Just kind of summarizing, as you can see, the
less denser projects, like the agricultural
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1

subdivisions, because the assessment is based on a

2

square foot basis, you know, agricultural lots on a

3

square foot basis is a lot lower, so the values we

4

got is like some 50 -- 50 cents per lot, $10 per

5

lot, you know, up to $135 per lot.

6

to the rural, where it's a little more dense, we

7

ended up with $1,700 per lot, which is still well

8

below the 2,700 per lot that we would have collected

9

under the old ordinance.

10

And then you go

Then you go into the residential projects.

11

One is Paia.

12

again, depends on assessed valuation of the lot.

13

the one in Paia was $3,000 a loti the one in Kihei,

14

2,250 a loti and the one in Wailuku, 1,570.

15

the one in Wailuku is -- also presents the problem

16

of -- that we had when -- because we were relying on

17

the County real property tax.

18

actually like one -- anywhere from one to two years

19

behind the fair market value -- of the present fair

20

market value.

21

One is Kihei.

One is Wailuku.

And
So

I think

Their appraisals are

You know, as you know, real property has been

22

increasing yearly.

So, you know, if you take

23

something that's appraised two years ago, it's well

24

below the present fair market value.

25

property -- you know, the problem with real property

Real
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1

is they do their appraisal once a year, and they

2

base it on the prior year's sales.

3

like

4

tail end of that year, you're, you know, almost up

5

to one year behind, and then you're based on one

6

year -- the year before's appraisal, so you're, you

7

know, one to two years behind the times.

8

also -- so if there was any kind of zoning changes

9

or entitlement during that, you know, that's not

So they're

you know, they're -- so if you're in the

And

10

picked up or may not be picked

11

timing r and I think that Wailuku one reflected this.

12

So that's why it was such a low square foot

13

valuation.

UPr

depending on the

And then you go to the high end projects,

14
15

like there was two in Wailea, which is actually

16

zoned hotel but they're doing a residence.

17

square foot value was $65 and $188.

18

for 32 000 for one and one was for 94,000.

19

then -- then you look at the denser ones, the A-2 r

20

there's two in Kihei -- one in Kihei r one in Kahana r

21

and that ended

22

11,400 per unit and the one in Kahana was 4,800 per

23

unit.

24
25

So the fee was

1

CHAIR JOHNSON:

UPr

Their

And

for the Kihei one r you know, like

Do any of the members have a question of

Mr. Matsui at this time?

Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, help me understand your

2

chart.

In the -- in the fifth column where you have

3

subdivision number, BPA, you know, whatever.

4

MR. MATSUI:

All right.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

That's correct.
In the Hana example, then when you

6

go to what the ordinance says, the value comes out

7

to less than 1 cent per square foot?

8

MR. MATSUI:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10
11

Right.
So where do you buy land for 1

cent per square foot?
MR. MATSUI:

That probably might have been like a

12

hundred-acre parcel, you know, which includes like

13

gulch and, you know, all kinds of stuff, but anyway

14

that was the valuation.

15

too when I saw a property going for one-tenth of a

16

cent per square foot.

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It kind of opened my eyes

I'd like to buy some of that

property, 1 cent per square foot.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Continue, Ms. Tavares.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I think that from the

21

testimonies today and what's being presented here,

22

there is a gross inequity in what's happening.

23

That's all the questions I had for Mr. Matsui, so

24

the rest of my stuff is all comments, so I'll wait

25

if there's any
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

At this point in time, would any of

2

the members of the audience like to make any

3

comments right now?

4

their heads.

5

comments or questions of Mr. Matsui?

6

VICE-CHAIR CARROLL:

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay, I see them all shaking

So, Mr. Carroll, do you have any

Not right now.

Okay.

And I had a chance to visit just
I

8

before the meeting with Staff and look at some of

9

the recommendations or some of the considerations,

10

and there are inequities.

I wish that we had known

11

this sooner.

12

going to happen at the time when the ordinance was

13

first passed.

14

comparisons -- and I think we did have some grids

15

that were done showing what it would be before and

16

after, but I think because the compounding of the

17

fact that there was a question about when the

18

valuation was going to be done and what was really

19

going to be used and how that was going to be

20

applied, I think that created a little bit of a

21

confusion.

I wish that we had known what was

Because I think that the

22

Because I had visited previously with the

23

previous Parks Director, Mr. Floyd Miyazono, and

24

they were I gather having a discussion about how the

25

formula was actually to be applied, and I can't for
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1

the life of me understand why we would have taken

2

fees in this case and not taken land, unless there

3

was so little land if you equated it to the formula

4

that it wouldn't have made any difference.

5

don't know how that came about either, but this

6

ordinance, in my opinion, requires some work.

7

So I

I did visit with Staff and we came up with

8

some tentative wording, but I believe that this is

9

going to take much more than this meeting to fix.

10

Because I see that overall I am getting the

11

information from Parks that they have fallen so far

12

behind in their park assessments now that we do not

13

have sufficient monies coming into our park

14

assessment fund in order to acquire additional land

15

or to do anything that's meaningful for these

16

communities.

17

I still agree with the general philosophy,

18

though, that if we use the old formula, which was

19

island-wide, that was a formula that we found a lot

20

of problems with last time.

21

trying to buy a park in Hana versus a park in

22

Wailea, the costs were substantially different, and

23

I think that is why we headed in this direction in

24

the first place.

25

Because if we were

So I am a little disturbed that this has gone
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1

on for such a long time.

I'm glad that we're

2

finally having a meeting on it, but I think we have

3

enough experience now under our belt to know that

4

this is absolutely not working.

5

this is not working.

6

Committee members to also consider is the gross

7

inequity in agriculture that's happening and what is

8

happening with our agriculture land where there are

9

residential dwellings being put up that are in

Without a doubt

And what I would like

10

excess of $2 million and they're paying 50 cents a

11

lot.

12

I think we have to get to the bottom of it.

There's something wrong with this picture, and

So are there any other directions that we

13

14

would have?

15

suggestions as to how we might pursue this or how we

16

might address some of the inequities that are

17

occurring?

18

with Parks and to see if we can corne up with some

19

resolutions between Staff, yourself, and Parks?

20

MR. KUSHI:

Corporation Counsel, do you have any

Or would you like time to really visit

Yes, Madam Chair, before I say anything/ let

21

me preface my comments on two -- two matters.

22

there when we last amended this ordinance, so were

23

you and so were I believe the two Council people.

24

In hindsight, of course, there is a big defect and

25

flaw in the ordinance as it stands right now, which
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none of us I guess picked it up, and that was the

2

term certified real property tax assessment.

3

knew at that time I guess that our Tax Department

4

only certifies once a year, so we got caught in that

5

trap.

6

do certifications mid -- mid-term or whatever it is.

7

And even if they did, the certification would be

8

based on, as Mr. Matsui said, valuations for the

9

previous year.

10
11

Nobody

And my understanding is they would refuse to

So in essence you're about a year to

year and a half behind.
Notwithstanding that, we did have the

12

opportunity when we did amend the ordinance to go

13

like the other counties do in terms of just straight

14

fair market value, and if we don't agree, get three

15

appraisers and, you know, battle it out.

16

that opportunity.

17

certified real property tax assessment, not knowing

18

the implications of the Finance Department.

19

agree with you.

20

agree with you.

21

We had

But we went back and we said

We need to fix this.

So I

I definitely

My second comment is that Member Tavares has

22

made a request on this issue.

I did not forget you.

23

It's been in my pile some place and it's

she has

24

recognized this problem for quite a while.

And I

25

was hoping to respond to you before it came to this
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1

point, but I guess with one stone we'll kill two

2

birds.

3

more on whether you -- whether this Committee wants

4

to go back to the old system or do a new formula or

5

just go in line with what the other three counties

6

are doing and leave it up to fair market value

7

assessments.

8

about ag lots.

9

That being said, I think we need to work

CHAIR JOHNSON:

That would take care of your concern

Thank you.

Thank you very much,

10

Mr. Kushi.

11

discussed this quite a while ago, and I think

12

because we've had so many issues and you've been

13

dealing with your water issues, which also have been

14

another problem, that this unfortunately is one of

15

those things that until I actually requested the

16

information -- or Staff requested it, I wanted to

17

see what these problems were.

18

numbers allover the map and I couldn't understand

19

it.

20

the Administration did prepare this to actually

21

illustrate the inequities and how this is allover

22

the map

23

the pUblic.

Because I was getting

So I'm really glad that the Staff -- you know,

I

and I do appreciate the testimony also of

Ms. Tavares, I think you had something to say

24
25

And I know that Charmaine and I

also.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, thank you, Madam Chair.

I

2

almost feel like I would like the opportunity to

3

present the park assessment when it was first

4

amended when I was still the Parks Director and then

5

since then I came on the Council and we've done a

6

couple other amendments, but like Joe Bertram, I

7

think we need to go back and look at what is the

8

whole purpose of park assessment in the first place.

9

And the idea behind park assessment, which is

10

supported through State law, and actually it was

11

from State law that each County adopted some sort of

12

park assessment, knowing that there was a need to

13

provide recreation spaces for the people.
Our -- and I'll just do this really briefly,

14
15

because I don't want to take up a whole lot of time,

16

but park systems are just that, they're systems of

17

parks.

18

smorgasbord of types of parks, from little trails,

19

tot lots, all the way to huge conservation park

20

areas such as Haleakala National Park, and then

21

you've got everything in between.

22

trying to address back in -- that was probably '95

23

or '94, I think, when we first brought it before the

24

Council.

25

the Council that our current park assessment

Within the park system you have a complete

And what we were

What we were trying to address was to show
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1

that current park assessment was not meeting the

2

needs of the parks that needed to be built in

3

conjunction with housing developments or in liveable

4

units, whether they be apartments, hotel rooms,

5

whatever it is.

6

the gigantic deficit in each community plan region,

7

which we did a lot of research with Mr. Matsui's

8

assistance in showing what the deficit in parks

9

were.

And we showed that and we showed

10

War Memorial Complex, for example, cannot be

11

considered as a park to satisfy residential housing

12

needs or residents in residential housing.

13

area should have sufficient parks to satisfy the

14

recreational needs of its inhabitants.

15

park assessment is for.

16

parks or, you know, huge community parks.

17

build those neighborhood parks( and let's call them

18

that( neighborhood parks.

19

original -- the one that didn't get -- the one that

20

got amended in 1995 or whatever that date was, that

21

park assessment ordinance had been in existence

22

since 1973, as I recall, and with a 250 square foot

23

requirement per unit of 1973 and not be amended for

24

almost 30 years was ridiculous.

25

forward and got the thing raised up to 500 square

That's what

It's not to build regional

524-2090

It's to

The first -- the

And we brought this
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feet.
At the time we looked at the valuation and

2
3

the way the value was accepted -- developed for the

4

in lieu of park land it was a complicated,

5

convoluted type of system that was used.

6

it was calculated, there was a 45 percent discount.

7

And that people felt -- or we were able to convince

8

the Council that that was -- later on now.

9

on the Council.

The other thing passed.

Then once

Now lim
At the

10

time we were formulating the way it would be done,

11

we were looking/ actually, for the most -- or the

12

least complicated way to assess value.

13

least complicated way to assess value at the time

14

was to look at the real property tax certification

15

value.

And the

16

Now/ nowhere can I remember seeing in a

17

certified tax assessment of agricultural land 1 cent

18

per square foot.

19

assessed at a certain value, and that per square

20

foot value is what should be applied.

21

know how this 1 cent came up, and, you know, I don't

22

see any land that's worth that.

23

for that price.

24

was to use that because then you didn't have to go

25

out and hire appraisers, you didn't have to monkey

Nowhere.

Agricultural lands are

Now, I don't

You can't buy land

But that was the idea behind it,
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around with additional costs for appraising.

2

thought that was the simplest at the time.

So we

As we're looking at it now and as we realized

3
4

it, you know, a couple of years back or three or

5

four years back, this is not a good -- this is not a

6

good system.

7

several items or several issues within this park

8

assessment, and I would enumerate that one of the

9

issues is the way it's calculated.

I think that we need to look at

And perhaps we

10

should relook at the old formula, as has been

11

suggested, but without the 45 percent discount.

12

did away with that already.

13

further refining the -- the area that is used to

14

calculate that average, and perhaps we should be

15

looking now, instead of Countywide, we should look

16

at community plan district wide.

We

We may want to look at

That's one.

Second thing that was mentioned also is that

17
18

there should be no exemptions and it shouldn't start

19

at the fourth house.

20

one.

21

be -- we wanted to do because of family

22

subdivisions

23

subdivisions that that three number was established

24

in the first place.

25

It should start for number

And if there was something that wanted to

and I think it's because of family

So that's another thing.

The other issue to me which is the underlying
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1

issue of all of this is when you're looking at a

2

project and now that the County has the say as to

3

whether it's going to be land, cash, or an

4

improvement to an existing park, which are the three

5

choices or combinations thereof, that that's really

6

looked at.

7

covering 70

8

they're going to go on a cash thing, what are the

9

parks in that 50 acres?

If a development has -- you know, is
you know, 50 acres and they're

Zero?

and

That doesn't make

10

any sense at all.

And I think that if the Council

11

for some reason is not satisfied that the Parks

12

Department or the Administration

13

the Parks Department is making that decision with

14

the Planning Department and the Public Works

15

Department.

16

having all three Directors agreeing on what the

17

assessment should be, land, cash, or combination.

18

If that's not working and we're not getting parks

19

put into the places where parks should be, then we

20

need to look at that.

21

issues in here.

and hopefully

Because at one time we considered

So there -- there are several

You know, I understand the points very

22

23

well

very well taken by Mr. Walker.

24

that he came in person, quite frankly, because when

25

I first read this letter I got a little upset at the
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1

tone of the letter.

2

expressing their frustration on the inequity, and I

3

will chock it up to that.

4

came

5

MR. WALKER:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And I'm sure that they're just

I'm glad Mr. Walker

I apologize.

7

it --

S

MR. WALKER:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, I'm glad you came to explain

(Inaudible) .
and make the point about it.

I

10

would like to take his example, though, just as an

11

aside and look at that particular project.

12

units on 2.5 acres of A-2 zoned at $24 per square

13

foot, the park assessment was $S2S,OOO.

14

footage of that project, if my math is correct, is

15

10S,OOO, almost 109,000 square feet.

16

per unit in this project would be one unit per 1,500

17

or so square feet.

IS

land, minus the three would give you 69 units, times

19

500 square feet per unit, results in 34,500 square

20

feet of park.

21

At 72

The square

The density

If this project had to dedicate

Now, reverse that density and divide that by

22

1.5 and they will not be able to build 22.S units if

23

they had to dedicate land.

24

question would then be what would the profit be

25

realized from selling -- building and selling 22.S

On that 22.S units, my
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units in this particular area?

2

is greater than $36 r 315 per unitr then this is truly

3

a disadvantage for a developer.

4

talking about numbers r I want us to really

5

understand that the numbers work in all different

6

directions.

7

on each of the units is 35 -- $36 r OOO r then we're

8

even or we're -- they're grossly at a disadvantage r

9

just in apartment zones.

10

If the profit/loss

But while we're

And if the only profit they're taking

The other comment I heard from a testifier

11

was that the reason that we took the cash -- or the

12

cash contributions were used to be -- would be used

13

to buy like-zoned land to build parks.

14

the intention.

15

discussion about that it would be like-zoned.

16

would be any kind of land in an area that may be

17

available r and it depends.

18

Wailea or the Kihei arear the land is going to be

19

much more expensive than if you were going to try to

20

buy some land for park in -- let's say in the

21

Upcountry area where mostly it's ag zoned.

22

That wasn't

I don't remember us having a
It

Like you're saying r

So I think that to balance out some of these
,

23

inequities r we really do need to go back and look at

24

that formula r look at how it was formulated.

25

was a certain percentage of all the different kinds
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1

of classes of zoning and then they came out with a

2

number.

3

another thing to consider is that rather than doing

4

this, that we do a flat rate per unit -- someone

5

suggested bedrooms and square footage, but if we did

6

a per unit thing and it's a flat rate for everybody,

7

just like I think how the schools do it, school

8

impact fee.

The other -- the other alternative or

But there are -- we have several methods

9

10

available to us, and I think it would behoove us to

11

look at all of these methods, work with the

12

development community to try to come up with what

13

would be fair, but we must keep in mind that what we

14

are trying to do is provide recreational spaces for

15

our community members.

16

foremost thing that we need to do.

17

may need to look at park assessment and the uses of

18

those monies.

19

used for all kinds of things and not purchasing

20

land.

That's the first and
We want

we

Because right now monies have been

21

Also, to consider what Mr. Vicens brought up,

22

is that if parks are deemed adequate within an area,

23

that park assessment for that community plan

24

district can be used in an adjoining neighboring

25

community plan district or another community plan
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1

district, subject to recommendations of the

2

Administration, approval of Council.

3

things are all valid points, and some of them were

4

brought up when we first did park assessment.

5

we first looked at park assessment in 1995, or

6

whenever that date was, we had a huge monster to

7

deal with and we couldn't address everything at the

8

same time.

9

to take little -- little manageable portions of it

10
11

It was just too much.

I think those

When

So we had to try

and what was the most critical.
The most critical at the time was raising the

12

assessment of -- the square footage assessment, 250

13

to 500, and attached to that came the -- the way it

14

was assessed.

15

years later, was to get rid of that 45 percent

16

discount business, but I think as we further refine

17

this park assessment -- you know, I don't believe

18

that, you know, we should be copying any other

19

County, because we are not like any other County.

20

City and County of Honolulu is mostly built out.

21

mean, not mostly, but, you know, it's built out to a

22

point where their park assessment is rather -- to

23

me, we don't even need to look at City and County of

24

Honolulu.

25

I think that those -- we might be able to learn some

The next step, which was several

I

If you want to look at Big Island, Kauai,
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1

things from there and see what they have.

2

one is not satisfactory as far as I'm concerned.

3

Kauai's

But thank you for letting me go on and on,

4

Madam Chairman, but I just thought that while I had

5

some of the institutional memory of it, even though

6

I'm getting old and, you know, forgetting a lot of

7

things, I would like, you know, members to know that

8

these were some of the things we dealt with from

9

like about 1994 on.

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

I really appreciate that, Charmaine.

I

11

think that it's helpful to be able to take a look

12

back and see where some of these ideas came from,

13

and unfortunately, sometimes what seems to be a

14

great idea at one time, when you apply it and you

15

actually put it into the working model, it doesn't

16

end up being the way that you envisioned it to be.

17

And I believe that we need to support our parks.

18

I'm not embarrassed to say that we tried and it

19

didn't work and that we need to go back to the

20

drawing board.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Madam Chair only one part

22

is -- looks like it's not working.

The fact that

23

we're going to charge something for the in lieu of

24

land is a good idea.

25

that methodology.

We just have to improve on

So don't throw out the baby with
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the bath water r as they say.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

NOr

nOr and that's why I really shouldn't

3

say that it didn't work.

Aspects of it did not

4

work r because there are some parts of it where --

5

somebody gave me an example of an individual that

6

and I think it's one of these on this sheet where

7

they had bought a place in Wailea that was hotel

8

zoned and they decided to put a single residence on

9

that property.

And they got extremely upset about

10

the huge fee that they had to pay for parkr and yet

11

when you're paying $9 million or $7 million for a

12

lot and you can write a check on the same day for

13

that amount of moneYr is that too much money?

14

Because now that is an area where the publicr if

15

they used to enjoy that as a recreational spotr it

16

is gone.

17

public.

18

problems.

19
20

It's no longer available to members of the
So it's -- every side has its -- its

Oh r Ms. Tavares r would you like a break?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

we please take a break?

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

24
25

Madam Chair r I'm sorryr but could

Absolutely.
You know what, we'll break quorum.

AbsolutelYr because we have bare quorum

and Ms. Tavares needs to get some water.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeahr I'm about to choke here.
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1

CHAIR JOHNSON:

2

RECESS:

3

RECONVENE:

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

5

6

Okay, short recess.

(Gavel) .

2:40 p.m.
2: 51 p.m.

(Gavel)

The Parks and Agriculture

meeting will reconvene.
During our break it was determined that we

7

are of course going to defer this.

The Chair will

8

work on this with the Parks Department, with

9

Corporation Counsel, and, Member Tavares, if there's

10

any input also that you have, and the missing

11

members today, as to how we can address this.

12

believe it's best deferred.

13

I

In the interim I will send a letter, if you

14

do not object to it, to the Mayor as an interim

15

stopgap measure.

16

Mayor not to come up with any of the approvals or

17

any of the resolutions for the Parks Director in the

18

interim, particularly where we're dealing with one

19

penny for a valuation.

20

him to do that, but I would think that while we're

21

working on this -- it would be my intent to bring

22

this back the first week in December and try to have

23

something definitive.

24
25

So that I will strongly urge the

I can't -- I can't compel

But are there any objections to my at least
posing that to the Mayor?

Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, 11m just wondering is it --

2

is it within his jurisdiction to do something like

3

that, just sort of a de facto moratorium on park

4

assessment?

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

the other solution that we discussed

We

6

was doing it by Council resolution.

If you feel

7

that that would be a better way to go, we could

8

possibly have Staff work on that and have that

9

posted next time for our Committee's consideration,

10

if you believe that's a better way to go.

11

our first suggestion.

12

what we do.

13

That was

It's non-binding no matter

Do you want to think about that?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

Well, whatever we do I

I think -- because I think welre all in

14

think

15

favor of -- welre all -- the three of us here I

16

think are in favor of looking at this to make it,

17

you know, more palatable.

18

these examples.

19

such an inequity because of the way it's been

20

applied.

21

meet or something we can come up with some -- some

22

measure that can meet what we need to do and still

23

be fair to the -- to the development community or

24

the people who are building.

25

I mean, welre seeing

It's just ridiculous that there's

But maybe between now and the next time we

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

And it's my basic feeling
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1

that if you're building something, you do need to

2

know.

3

ordinance, I would want to know as a developer what

4

I'm looking at in terms of costs, but in the

5

meantime, I also think that it's very unfair to the

6

community when you're looking at these ridiculously

7

low, you know, valuations to continue approving

8

those things when we're absolutely -- we absolutely

9

know this is not working and it's not equitable to

10

If we're in the midst of changing this

anyone.
So we will work on that, though, and if

11
12

there's something that we can corne up with between

13

now and let's say even the next meeting on the 20th

14

of November, we will present that/ but I just am

15

real concerned about people corning in once they

16

realize what these values are and then applying for

17

it now.

18

a rush of people corning forward with these

19

applications and then expecting they're going to,

20

you know, get in at these absurd rates.

21

I will deal with that, but this item is deferred.

22

23

Because I just really would not want to see

So anyway,

COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No objection.
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ITEM NO. 12:

APPEALS PROCESS FOR CHAPTER 5.24, MAUI
COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO OCEAN
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY BUSINESS PERMITS

2

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

The next item is PA-12, and this is having

4

to do with the appeals process for Chapter 5.24 Maui

5

County Code pertaining to ocean recreational

6

activity business permits.

7

Members, this was just more of a housekeeping task

8

than anything else, because we needed in the interim

9

to have the old ordinance, which exists currently,

And if you'll recall,

10

be in compliance with the new and proposed ordinance

11

that was passed under the new section for the ocean

12

rec activity permits.

13

kind of a transition period underneath the old

14

ordinance so that at least there would be an appeals

15

mechanism if someone was denied an ocean recreation

16

permit.

17

18
19

And we wanted to provide some

So without further ado, would -- Robyn, would
you like to make the first comment underneath this?
MS. LOUDERMILK:

Sure.

Good afternoon, Chair Johnson and

20

Members of the Committee.

21

Board of Variances and Appeals has been designated

22

in this proposed bill to hear the appeal processes.

23

While we are not opposed to hearing these appeals,

24

we just have some general questions that we would

25

like the legal Corp. Counsel to further clarify.

The appeals process, the
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Under the Charter the Planning Department can

2

hear various appeals.

3

Title 19.520 the appeal procedure and standards are

4

specific to enforcement of zoning, subdivision, or

5

building ordinances within the jurisdiction.

6

have to amend it to allow for an appeal of an ocean

7

rec permit.

8

implement the appeals process, it is specific only

9

to Title 16, 18, and 19.

10
11

However, once we get into

We may

And then further, in our rules, to

So those would just be the questions that we
would like to have clarified

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

MS. LOUDERMILK:

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.
-- to do this.
Thank you, Ms. Loudermilk.

I know that

15

when we had considered this originally we went

16

through the very issues that you're talking about,

17

and I believe Mr. Kushi, he may not be able to

18

address all of it, because it was a while when we

19

enacted this, but this is basically I think

20

patterned after the original appeals process that

21

was put on whereby a person I guess could be

22

prevented from coming into a County park and then

23

there was an appeals process.

24

of an incident that had occurred where the Parks

25

Director had no authority originally to I guess

I think it came out
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1

eject anyone or prevent anyone from coming into or

2

getting a park permit for a period I believe of one

3

year, only under the circumstance which was I think

4

if they messed up the area or they didn't clean.

5

And so this way the Parks Director was given the

6

authority, no, there are other situations and

7

circumstances where they may use that authority

8

going beyond just that circumstance.

9

was when this first triggered off this Board of

And so that

10

Variances and Appeals mechanism.

11

derived from, and then we just were mirroring that

12

because that was the same mechanism we used for the

13

appeals process in the new ordinance which was

14

drafted.

15

MS. LOUDERMILK:

So that's where it

Yeah, and, you know, being that it is a

16

stopgap -- a stopgap measure, as long as the

17

Corporation Counsel can defend these questions that

18

we've raised, we really -- we really do not have any

19

objections, but we just would like to let the

20

members know what are the standards for the appeal

21

and whether they really meet the intent.

22

The first standard is based on a clearly

23

erroneous finding of material fact or erroneous

24

application of the law, or two, arbitrary or

25

capricious in its application, or three, a clearly
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1

unwarranted abuse of discretion.

2

has been set forth in a slightly -- for slightly

3

different purposes/ but/ again/ as long as

4

Corporation Counsel will support/ we really do not

5

have any objections/ you know/ in the short term.

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And granted this

Thank you/ Ms. Loudermilk.

Would you like

7

a little bit of time/ Ed/ to review that or can you

8

comment at this time?

9

MR. KUSHI:

I'll try and give it a shot/ knowing that it's

10

unprepared/ but I go back to when we amended Chapter

11

13.04/ Section 125/ and I think it was done back in

12

2001.

13

any protestations from the Planning Department at

14

that time.

15

that they wouldn't do it.

16

off on the appeals process at that time/ based it on

17

the Charter/ which says that the BVA shall hear

18

appeals pursuant to any -- any ordinances passed.

19

would have to stand by my position at this time.

20

Unless I -- my mind slips me/ I didnit hear

I don't recall hearing any complaints
And I based my signing

I

Robyn may be correct that they may have to

21

amend their internal BVA rules/ but if they have to

22

do it/ they have to do it.

23

provision before you because it's dealing with 5.24,

24

which sunsets July of '04, but it's not interim for

25

Chapter 13, which will continue on/ and Chapter 13

It's an interim
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1

there is an appeals process already.

2

with the Director and his Staff, Parks Director,

3

since we passed this appeals process, there hasn't

4

been a BVA appeal yet.

5

there is an appeal, first of all, would the

6

appellant even try and go to the BVA?

7

go and lose, would he challenge the BVA's

8

jurisdiction?

9

get into.

10

And checking

I'm assuming when and if

And if he did

That's the kind of legal mess you can

But if need be, Madam Chair, at your next

11

meeting on this, if you're planning to defer it, we

12

can get back to you in terms of --

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

In this particular situation, Mr. Kushi, I

14

was hoping at least to pass this one measure out

15

today, and because the Board of Variances and

16

Appeals has not had any of these incidents come up

17

to date, I think that more than likely they may not

18

in this interim period have anything come up either.

19

One of the reasons that I wanted to try to include

20

this was to avert a potential lawsuit.

21

right now the only way that somebody can dispute a

22

denial of a permit is to immediately go to court.

23

That's their only recourse.

24
25

Because

And because permits are being
administratively extended underneath the old 5.24,
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1

my concern was that what happens if we have to

2

extend it a little bit longer because of the fact we

3

don't have the environmental assessment completed?

4

So my concern r thoughr is more from a -- I guess a

5

heading off r you know r the -- the people at the

6

pass r so to speak.

7

mechanism at least there r it would -- even though

8

it's not perfectr it would at least be a venue for

9

somebody to hear their complaints r to at least allow

10

somebody that privilege of going before a board or a

11

commission and sayingr look r I thought that this was

12

clearly an erroneous finding of fact.

13

the Parks Director's all wet when he refused to

14

renew my permit.

15

they phrase their comments or the way that they

16

approach the subjectr I think that is a stopgap

17

measure that would have the ability to at least have

18

that person have their day in court.

19

Tavares.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Because I think if there is a

I think that

So I suppose that even the way

Councilmember

Yeah r Ms. Johnson r if I could ask

21

Robyn for clarification.

22

BVA rules r administrative rules would have to be

23

amended --

24

MS. LOUDERMILK:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

When you said that your

Yes.
-- isn't it going to have to be
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1

amended anyway because of what's going into Chapter

2

13 or what's gone into Chapter 13?

3

MS. LOUDERMILK:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

MS. LOUDERMILK:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

8
9

I'm not aware if the Department
Is aware.

-- is aware.
Okay.

What kind of changes do you

see having to be done for the rules for BVA?
MS. LOUDERMILK:

If it's strictly an appeal and you want

to follow the BVA appeal process, nothing.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MS. LOUDERMILK:

Uh-huh, okay.

However, it would just be in terms of

12

putting together the case between the Department and

13

the person filing the appeal, what type of criteria

14

did the Parks Department have in place to deny the

15

application, and -- and that would be basically it.

16

We'd just need to

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

But if the Department -- or when

18

the Department has their administrative rules

19

regarding this

20

MS. LOUDERMILK:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

this program --

Yes.
-- then all of the things you

22

outlined that were generally what the BVA will look

23

at would then be satisfied, because in that would be

24

the standard, or contain the standards.

25

MS. LOUDERMILK:

No?

Can you say that one more time?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

MS. LOUDERMILK:

3

4
5

Maybe so?

You mean the standard for the appeal

is -COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, I'm talking about the standard

for the permit.

6

MS. LOUDERMILK:

Oh, the standard for the permit.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

If they're going to appeal the

8

decision because they feel that a standard for

9

granting a permit was not applied correctly --

10

MS. LOUDERMILK:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12
13

Yes.
-- or whatever, then you've got

something to, you know, refer back to.
MS. LOUDERMILK:

Yeah, they would have to show one of the

14

three, either, you know, capricious -- arbitrary,

15

capricious~

and so forth.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

MS. LOUDERMILK:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

Okay.

Correct, yeah.
And, Marian, do you have any comments on

this at this time?

20

MS. FEENSTRA:

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

22

MS. FEENSTRA:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

No, I don't.
Okay.

All right.

And

It's with Finance right now, though.
Yes.

I know it's with Finance, and I

24

think that from my perspective, just looking at

25

this, I see this more as making it consistent with
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1

what the current -- or let's say what the proposed

2

effective date of the ordinance is going to be and

3

what the ordinance is that we approved.

4

Councilmember Tavares.

5
6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

MS. LOUDERMILK:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

Can I ask another question?

Robyn, do you have staff the BVA?

7

9

Yes,

No, I do not.
Okay.

Are you aware of like what

their case load is?
MS. LOUDERMILK:

Yeah.

In terms of appeals they have

11

about six a year, and then variances about 30 a

12

year.

13

meet at each of those dates.

14

They meet twice a month and they usually do

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So the variance -- the difference

15

between a variance and an appeal, the variance has

16

to do with the Building Code?

17
18

MS. LOUDERMILK:

The variance has to do with the Building

Code, subdivision, or zoning standards.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

MS. LOUDERMILK:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

23
24
25

Okay.

And that is -Because those are where most of

the cases are?
MS. LOUDERMILK:

That's where most of the cases are,

correct.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, thank you.
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

And that -- that was my

2

understanding too, I think, when Mr. Kushi discussed

3

this the first time.

4

carefully what the scope and the authority of the

5

BVA is, and that was why we chose to put it there,

6

because it was an existing board or commission that

7

this would fall into their scope.

8

from my own viewpoint, I believe that mostly the

9

very first category where there's an erroneous

Because we did go over very

And I think just

10

finding of fact, that will always be the situation.

11

Because the way that the Parks Department is going

12

to view most of these denials of the permits are

13

going to be based on facts.

14

violate this particular ordinance and have you

15

repeatedly violated it?

16

responsibility, then, to separate and find out what

17

were the facts and was there an erroneous finding of

18

fact.

19

standards, that would be very easily met, because

20

mostly it's just going to be a disagreement in the

21

factual information.

22

You know, did you

And it would be the BVA's

And so to me, as far as meeting one of your

MS. LOUDERMILK:

Yeah, that is true, Chair Johnson.

And

23

the -- the board itself can determine whether they

24

want to hear the appeal or assign a hearing officer

25

to do it, and -- and since we're not anticipating
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1

any -- any appeals in the interim measure, I don't

2

think we'd have to submit anything in supplemental

3

for -- for costs, but just for the Committee's

4

information of the appeal process, either the board

5

can choose to accept it and hear it or they can

6

delegate it to a hearing officer and go through the

7

contested case process.

8
9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Thank you very much, and the

other thing that I think we heard from the Police
on enforcement, that it

10

Department was also that

11

was very difficult to enforce or it was -- they were

12

reluctant to enforce because there was no appeal

13

mechanism.

14

would result in some kind of a revocation of a

15

permit, and yet without having an appeals process ln

16

place, that meant the only place that the applicant

17

is going to go is to court.

18

up there any more than we already are there.

19

the interim, I would really appreciate the support

20

of the members that are here in just simply

21

approving this measure as it has been proposed.

22

Now, did Staff want to make some

And many times the enforcement aspect

So we don't want to end

23

recommendations?

24

couple technical little things.

25

explain the changes.

Because I think there were a
I'll let Tamara
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MS. KOLLER:

Thank you/ Madam Chair.

I passed out a copy

2

of Chapter 13.04 under Section 1.25, and if you look

3

under Item B/ it has the standard of appeal.

4

reference to our draft bill/ that's -- actually/

5

letter C/ but I want to -- we would like to add

6

the -- the standards of appeal/ the items 1/ 2/ and

7

3 that are included there.

8

as to --

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
MS. KOLLER:

In

There is some question

Is number 4 in there?

-- number 4 and what case we would use number

11

4/ and perhaps the Corporation Counsel could

12

explain.

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

MR. KUSHI:

Mr. Kushi/ you want to address that?

Yeah/ on -- this is 13.04.125/ Section B as in

15

boy/ and there's one/ two/ three/ four instances.

16

The fourth one reads/ "and a reversal or

17

modification of the decision or order will not

18

jeopardize life/ limb/ or property."

19

the -- would be the basis for the BVA to overturn a

20

Director's decision.

21

or would suggest that we leave that in for these

22

purposes.

23

Finance Department/ and of course the Parks/ Chapter

24

13/ but let's say somebody comes in for a kite

25

surfing permit and -- next to the airport/ okay/ and

That was

I -- I kind of think that

~-

See/ this would apply to Mr. Regan from
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1

you deny it based on whatever and he appeals it to

2

the BVA.

3

have to consider might apply in that instance r

4

where r you know r a reversal of your decision may

5

involve -- involve safety as a -- safety concerns.

6

So that's the only reason.

7

three factors kind of mirror the existing BVA

8

standards.

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

This may -- this factor that the BVA would

Okay.

Otherwise r the first

So you're saying that we should

10

include all four of those standards and just mirror

11

the existing BVA?

12

MR. KUSHI:

Right r I would suggest that.

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

MS. LOUDERMILK:

And is that satisfactory with

YOUr

Robyn?

Oh r yeahr and I would agree r because as

15

indicated earlier, you know r the standards for the

16

BVA dealt with more land-based r code-based issues r

17

and we're dealing with something slightly different

18

here.

19

human bodies, not where your front yard should be

20

and so forthr and so in this case it is appropriate.

We're dealing with activities that -- and

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Ms. Tavares.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Madam Chair r I think it

23

needs to be in there because of just what Robyn is

24

sayingr but as another example r if we had someone

25

that wanted to do a commercial operation in a parkr
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1

let's say Ho'okipa Park and they're going to teach

2

cliff diving, okay, now, that t to me, we would need

3

to have this in there so that we could deny that

4

permit.

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Right.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Because, you know t that's

7

something I don't think we ever want to get into.

8

And we have had that -- as ridiculous as that

9

sounds, we have had requests for activities in parks

10

under a parks permit that are -- wellt I just turned

11

them down.

12

turned it down because it was ridiculous what they

13

wanted to do.

14

participants't you know t livest serious injury

15

and/or death.

16

people out there t a lot of entrepreneurs that have

17

these really wild and crazy ideas of what they want

18

to

19

this in there so that we can at least have the

20

opportunity to justify a denial based on this.

21

dOt

I had no authority to do itt but I just

I mean, as far as endangering the

And t I meant there's all kinds of

and I think we need to have something like

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And also I think that because we have

22

limited the number of spots where people can

23

actually engage in activities now t we've severely

24

limited that t there may be a greater thrust for

25

people to go to areas and overcrowd them, which will
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create safety issues as well.

And so maybe the

2

Director will have to deny some of those permits in

3

the interim if it's deemed that those are unsafe

4

conditions and it is risking people's lives to put

5

too many individuals in the area.
So anyway, are there any other amendments,.

6
7

Tamara?

So what werre going to be doing, then, we

8

would be adding to the draft ordinance that you have

9

in front of you, 5.24.100, under appeals, we'll be

10

adding to B the four standards as enumerated.

11

you need to say something, Mr. Regan?

12

Thank you.

13

MS. KOLLER:

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

15

MS. KOLLER:

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

17

MS. KOLLER:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19
20
21

Did

All right.

That would be added to - - under C.
Under C, rather.

Right.
Okay, the --

Because we renumbered some paragraphs.
Sorry.

So we would be adding those four

standards, then, to item C.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Don't you want to ask Finance for

any comments?

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

MR. REGAN:

Do you have any comments, Mr. Regan?

I'll go sit over there.

24

Chair.

25

County.

Thank you, Madam

Keith Regan, Director of Finance for the
First of all, I want thank you for taking
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1

this up, because this has been a contention of this

2

particular ordinance, and one of the reasons why

3

we've had a very difficult time in trying to enforce

4

this ordinance.

5

mention of, and I did mention it to our Corporation

6

Counsel, is that we probably might have one or two

7

appeals between now and the time that Parks takes it

8

over, but of course the Department is going to work

9

with the Board of Variance and Appeals to help them

10

and assist them in any way that we can, so -- but I

11

just had to make that comment, because I know

12

don't want -- I just wanted to be on record for

13

that, so ...

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

The only thing I want to make a

I

And I appreciate that, because that's why

15

we wanted

16

flexibility, that if that did happen, I don't think

17

you should be placed or the public should be placed

18

in a predicament where the only course of appeal is

19

to go to court.

20

MR. KUSHI:

and the Chair wanted to give that

Mr. Kushi.

Yes, Madam Chair.

If it's your intention to

21

pass that out as amended, please understand that

22

hopefully before first reading, this being an

23

ordinance, we will -- I will go back to my office

24

and consult with the Deputy for -- who advises the

25

Planning and BVA and Public Works and see if we can
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1

work these administrative details out, and if there

2

is a definite road block, we'll come back to you.

3
4

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

All right.

Thank you very much.

Councilmember Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I just had a question.

6

Maybe the answer's obvious, but I don't see it.

7

this one, on the appeals, why didn't it follow

8

exactly what's in 13.04?

9
10

CHAIR JOHNSON:
MS. KOLLER:

In

Staff.

Thank you.

I can address that.

Part of the

11

review process in our office, in Council Services,

12

is to -- we utilize the Legislative Drafting Manual

13

and try to simplify the ordinances for consistency,

14

and that any deviation on that was -- was initiated

15

from our office.

16

Department of Corporation Counsel before first

17

reading for review and legality for them to sign off

18

and if there's any adjustments that are substantial.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We will certainly send this to the

I just was wondering, since this

20

had already been signed off as to form and legality,

21

it would have been easier just to pick the whole '

22

section and plunk it into 5.24.

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Correct me if I'm wrong, but I don't think

24

the standards exist in the other ordinance, do they?

25

Did we include the four standards?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

3

MS. KOLLER:

4

We did include the four standards?

In the Chapter 13

existence since 2001.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

MS. KOLLER:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

MS. KOLLER:

9

Yeah.

Oh

l

13.04.125 has been in

1

We did not make any change
I see

l

okay.

-- in our most recent update.

Right

1

OkaYr thank you.

and so because it -- we were just

trying to get some clarity.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

12

we're getting older.

13

motion

14

5.24 Maui County Code to authorize appeals relating

15

to ocean recreational activity business permits with

16

the addition of the four standards to Section C be

17

made.

then

l

l

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

VICE-CHAIR CARROLL:

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

if I could please have a

Yeah~

so moved.

Second.

Second.

It was moved by Councilmember Tavares

1

seconded by Councilmember Carroll.

22
23

l

that the ordinance to amend Chapter

18

21

Yes

I know sometimes

Staff

l

will this also -- will this motion

also include the filing of this item?

24

MS. KOLLER:

Yes

25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

1

Madam Chair.

All right.

So if you -- that will
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1

include, yes, automatically the first -- the motion

2

and the second will include the filing of this as

3

well.

Is there any discussion on this measure?

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

No.

Just for the record, I want to note that

6

we thank Mr. Kushi, Staff.

I want to thank also the

7

Departments for making their comments, and we will

8

have this in acceptable form at first reading, and I

9

want to thank all of the members, all three of us

10

for attending, and I wish the others a safe return.

11

And thank you also, Mr. Regan, for, you know,

12

alerting us to the possibility that we may actually

13

have to apply the rules underneath this.

14

you very much.
Will all those in favor, please signify by

15

16

saying llaye.

1l

17

COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED AYE.

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19
20

21
22

So thank

And the Chair votes aye.

There are no

nays, because there are no people left.
VOTE: AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Tavares, Vice-Chair
Carroll and Chair Johnson.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmembers Molina and Pontanilla.

23

MOTION CARRIED.
24

ACTION:
25

Recommending FIRST READING of revised
bill and FILING of communication by
C.R.
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1

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So I thank you very much.

3

any further business?

4

other announcements?

5

adjourned.

6

ADJOURN:

And is there

Seeing none r are there any
With that r this meeting is

(Gavel) .

3: 21 p.m.
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C E R T I F I CAT E

1

2

STATE OF HAWAI I

3
4

SS.
CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervisioni that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17

DATED this 2nd day of December, 2003, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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